Synthesis and crystal structure of
tetrakis(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)
zirconium(IV)
by M. Steyn*, H.G. Visser*, and A. Roodt*

The coordination compound tetrakis(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanediona
to)zirconium(IV), [Zr(DBM)4], (DBM = dibenzoyl methane/1,3diphenyl-1,3-propanedionol) was synthesized and characterized by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction. [Zr(DBM)4] crystallizes in the
monoclinic space group P21/c (a = 24.769(4) Å, b = 10.216(5) Å,
c = 19.314(4) Å, and β = 101.541(5)°). The coordination geometry
around the zirconium atom, formed by the eight O-donating atoms of
the four β-diketonates, is found to be a near-perfect square antiprism.
Crystal packing is stabilized by C—H...π interactions throughout the
crystal lattice. This structure is a noteworthy example of the
application of ambient condition synthesis of zirconium compounds
in N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF) as reaction and crystallization
solvent, highlighting the possibilities of aerobic condition metal
purification through chelation.
Keywords
zirconium, β-diketone, square-antiprismatic coordination polyhedron.

Introduction
Zirconium and its organometallic complexes
have featured in a wide range of research
studies for several years (Hoard and Silverton,
1963; Von Dreele, Stezowski, and Fay, 1971;
Clegg, 1987; Calderazzo et al., 1998).
Zirconium, with its very low affinity for
thermal neutrons (radioactive energy), high
thermal stability, and exceptional anticorrosive properties, is widely used as cladding
material for nuclear reactor fuel rods (Weast,
1982). Purification of zirconium from its
minerals is known to be a laborious task,
broadly utilizing dangerous acids and highly
hazardous thermal conditions (Lowe and
Parry, 1976; Nielsen, Schlewitz, and Nielsen,
2000; Speight, 2010).
The purification method that appears to be
a significant point of interest in certain
literature fields (Smolik, Jakobik-Kolon, and
Poranski, 2009; Taghizadeh et al., 2009;
Taghizadeh, Ghanadi, and Zolfonoun, 2011) is
ion exchange purification – a method that
involves the filtering of specific metal oxides
through acidification processes along ionexchange columns (Benedict, Schumb, and
Coryell, 1954; Machlan and Hague, 1962;
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Qureshi and Husain, 1971). The main
principles of organometallic compound
behaviour in both solid state and solution are
of substantial interest when considering the
design of newer variations of such ion
exchange purification methods.
As part of an ongoing study investigating
coordination behaviour of O,O'- and N,Obidentate ligands with zirconium(IV) and
hafnium(IV) for possible influencing factors in
the purification of these metals from base ore
sources, we have been able to refine methods
of synthesis and crystallization of zirconium
complexes. This is in particular as a reference
and a comparison with much older methods
and results reported or published in the
literature. In this paper we describe and
elaborate on the synthesis and crystallographic
characterization of the structure [tetrakis(1,3diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)- zirconium(IV)]
as a redetermination and comparison to a
previously published structure (Chun, Steffen,
and Fay, 1979), and as a comparison to the
hafnium(IV) counterpart (Viljoen, Visser, and
Roodt, 2010).
The intimate geometric properties in the
immediate coordination sphere of the Zr(IV)
metallic molecule are essentially reproduced
here, but with correspondingly elaborative
statistical implication, indicating that the
susceptibility of chelation geometry to
intermolecular forces is greater than that of
ligand internal geometry, as also previously
published for the standard tetrakis(acetylacetonato)zirconium(IV) ([Zr(acac)4]) structure
(Clegg, 1987).
A schematic of Zr(DBM)4 is shown in
Figure 1.

Synthesis and crystal structure of tetrakis(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)
Experimental
Materials and instruments
All the starting chemicals and solvents were of analytical
grade, commercially purchased and used without further
purification. Synthesis was conducted under ambient
laboratory conditions. All 1H NMR spectra were obtained in
acetone-d6 on a Bruker 300 MHz nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometer.

Synthesis of [Zr(DBM)4]
ZrCl4 (101.2 mg, 0.434 mmol) and dibenzoylmethane (DBM)

Figure 1—Schematic representation of the title compound, tetrakis(1,3diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)zirconium(IV) - [Zr(DBM)4]

(396.6 mg, 1.769 mmol) were separately dissolved in DMF
(10 ml each) and heated to 60°C. The DBM solution was
added dropwise to the zirconium solution and stirred at 60°C
for 30 minutes. The reaction solution was removed from
heating, covered and left to stand for crystallization.
Colourless trapezoidal crystals, suitable for single-crystal Xray diffraction, formed after 21 days. (Yield: 382 mg, 88%).
1H NMR (300 MHz, acetone-d6): δ = 9.04 (dd, 1H), 8.13 (dd,
1H), 7.72 (q, 1H), 7.62 (s, 1H).

X-ray crystal structure determination
The X-ray intensity data was collected on a Bruker X8 ApexII
4K Kappa CCD area detector diffractometer, equipped with a
graphite monochromator and MoKα fine-focus sealed tube
(λ = 0.71069 Å, T = 100(2) K) operated at 2.0 kW (50 kV, 40
mA). The initial unit cell determinations and data collections
were done by the SMART software package (Bruker, 1998a).
The collected frames were integrated using a narrow-frame
integration algorithm and reduced with the Bruker SAINTPlus and XPREP software packages (Bruker, 1999) respectively. Analysis of the data showed no significant decay
during the data collection. Data was corrected for absorption
effects using the multi-scan technique SADABS (Bruker,
1998b), and the structure was solved by the direct methods
package SIR97 (Altomare et al., 1999) and refined using the
WinGX software (Farrugia, 1999) incorporating SHELXL
(Sheldrick, 1997). The final anisotropic full-matrix leastsquares refinement was done on F2. The aromatic protons
were placed in geometrically idealized positions (C–H = 0.93 –
0.98 Å) and constrained to ride on their parent atoms with
Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C). Non-hydrogen atoms were refined with

Table I

Crystallographic and refinement details for the title compound
Crystal formula

[Zr(DBM)4]

Empirical formula
Formula weight (g.mol-1)
Crystal system, space group

C60 H44 O8Zr
984.17
Monoclinic, P21/c

Unit cell dimensions:
a, b, c (Å)
α, β, γ (°)
Volume (Å3), Z
Density (calculated, mg.cm-3)
Crystal morphology
Crystal colour
Crystal size (mm)
Absorption coefficient µ (mm-1)
F(000)
Theta range

24.769(4), 10.216(5), 19.314(4)
90.000, 101.541(5), 90.000
4788(3), 4
1.365
trapezoid
colourless
0.792 x 0.630 x 0.331
0.288
2032
1.68 to 28.00
-32 ≤ h ≤ 32
-13 ≤ k ≤ 13
-25 ≤ l ≤ 25
88438, 11558, 0.0303

Index ranges
Reflections collected,
Independent reflections, Rint
Completeness to 2θ (°, %)
Max. and min. transmission
Data, restraints, parameters
Goodness-of-fit on F2
Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)]

28.00, 100.0
0.9110 and 0.8044
11558, 0, 622
1.023
R1 = 0.0279
wR2 = 0.0665
R1 = 0.0333
wR2 = 0.0700
0.407 and -0.529

R indices (all data)
-3

Largest diff. peak and hole (e.Å )
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anisotropic displacement parameters. The graphics were
obtained with the DIAMOND program (Brandenburg and
Putz, 2006) with 50% probability ellipsoids for all nonhydrogen atoms.

Results and discussion
Most literature reports on the synthesis of zirconium(IV)
compounds with β-diketones, and most reports on work in
which where N- and O-donating bidentate ligands were used
emphasize the importance of working under anaerobic
conditions employing Schlenk-type apparatus. This is of
course not viable in industrial applications like the purification of metal ores by organometallic reactions. The
synthesis of [Zr(DBM)4] in DMF under aerobic conditions
opens up new possibilities in the rich coordination chemistry
of zirconium complexes.
The title compound, [Zr(DBM)4], crystallizes in the
monoclinic space group, P21/c. The asymmetric unit consists
of a Zr(IV) metal ion coordinated to four unique, bidentate,
oxygen-donating, β-diketonato ligands. The molecular
structure of the title compound is represented in Figure 2
together with the atom numbering scheme. General crystallographic details are presented in Table I, while selected bond
lengths, bond angles, and torsion angles are listed in Table II.
In this structure the Zr—O bond distances range from
2.141(1) Å to 2.2125(1) Å while the average O—Zr—O bite
angle is 74.53(4)° (Table II). The four DBM-ligands are
arranged around the metal centre in a space-filling, fan-like
arrangement to give a square-antiprismatic coordination
polyhedron (Figure 3a), with an almost negligible outward
distortion towards dodecahedral geometry. This distortion of
the ideal square antiprism lies with an outward bend of
3.71(4)°, as illustrated in Figure 3b.
A noteworthy characteristic of the zirconium metal centre
is observed in this structure, in that it distorts the backbone

of the bidentate (acac-type) ligands from its preferred coordination geometry of approx. 180° towards a highly distorted
bent-like geometry to accommodate the overall polyhedron
geometry around the metal centre. These ligands are chelated
around the metal centre with a bend in the ligand at the
intersection of the two planes formed by the ligand-backbone
(O—C—C—C—O) and the O—Zr—O bite angle (Figure 4).
The extent of this ligand distortion ranges from 16.64(5) to
25.76(4)°.
The ligand backbone itself also displays a
twisting/bending in the arrangement of each individual
phenyl ring at the edges of the C—C—C-backbone. Each

Table II

Selected geometric arameters for [Zr(DBM)4]
Selected bond lengths (Å)
Zr—O1

2.1405 (11)

C01—C101

1.4937 (17)

Zr—O2

2.2069 (12)

C03—C201

1.4881 (17)

Zr—O3

2.1904 (10)

C04—C301

1.4896 (19)

Zr—O4

2.1621 (10)

C06—C401

1.4981 (18)

Zr—O5

2.1578 (10)

C07—C501

1.4904 (18)

Zr—O6

2.2014 (13)

C09—C601

1.4912 (19)

Zr—O7

2.2125 (11)

C10—C701

1.4957 (18)

Zr—O8

2.1517 (10)

C12—C801

1.4921 (18)

Selected bond angles (°)
O1—Zr—O2

74.91 (4)

O5—Zr—O6

74.59 (4)

O3—Zr—O4

74.53 (4)

O7—Zr—O8

74.10 (4)

Selected torsion angles (°)
O1—C01—C03—O2

6.02(11)

O5—C07—C09—O6

10.98(11)

O3—C04—C06—O4

-1.39(11)

O7—C10—C12—O8

-1.54(11)

Figure 3—Graphic illustration of the square-antiprismatic coordination
polyhedron of [Zr(DBM)4]. (Left) Side view showing upper and lower
four corners represented by the O-coordinating atoms of the ligands;
(Right) Illustration of square-antiprismatic coordination polyhedron
distortion, showing the outward bend of the topmost atoms
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Figure 2 –Graphic illustration of [Zr(DBM)4] showing general numbering
of atoms. Displacement ellipsoids drawn at 50% probability. Numbering
of phenyl groups denoted by Cn where n=1-8
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Table III

Selected dihedral angles for phenyl swivelling on
individual DBM ligands as observed in the title
compound
Phenyl-to-ligand swivel (Figure 5a)
Atoms in plane

Dihedral angles (°)

O1—CCC—O2

Ph1

25.61(4)

O1—CCC—O2

Ph2

38.12(4)

O3—CCC—O4

Ph4

22.27(6)

O3—CCC—O4

Ph3

43.76(4)

O5—CCC—O6

Ph6

27.05(4)

O5—CCC—O6

Ph5

30.43(5)

O7—CCC—O8

Ph7

20.36(5)

O7—CCC—O8

Ph8

20.73(4)

Phenyl-to-phenyl swivel (Figure 5b)
Atoms in plane

Dihedral angles (°)

Ph1

Ph2

21.59(4)

Ph3

Ph4

60.20(5)

Ph5

Ph6

57.20(5)

Ph7

Ph8

25.54(5)

individual Ph ring is swivelled at a distinct angle (see
Table III) with respect to its parent β-diketone structural
plane (Figure 5a), ranging from 20.36(5) to 43.76(4)°.
Furthermore, the angle at which each phenyl pair are
swivelled away from each other over the β-diketone
structural plane ranges from 21.59(4) to 60.20(5)°
(Figure 5b). This planar swivelling found for each individual
phenyl ring is directly related to the manner in which the
crystal lattice packing is arranged, as described below.
The compound itself packs in two observable ways in the
lattice as a whole. Firstly, every organometallic molecule
packs on top of another in a head-to-tail fashion along the
c-axis, and head-to-head along the a-axis, as illustrated in
Figure 6. Secondly, the most significant packing effect
observed is a C—H...π interaction network, rigidly threading
the entire crystal lattice together as a whole. This elaborate
C—H...π interaction system found in the title compound is the
cause for the unique swivelling of each individual phenyl ring
on each DBM ligand.
The effect of this best described, as illustrated in Figure 7,
as a ‘cross-stitching’ and ‘threading’ effect in the channelling
of the head-to-tail packing along the c-axis in the crystal
lattice. On one side of the stacked molecules, with a rigid
’cross-stitching’ of the C—H...π interactions of Ph1, Ph3, and
Ph5 (listed in Table IV), an intricate lattice assemblage of the
symmetrically identical groups interacting and packing on
their respective neighbours is observed. On the other side of
the head-to-tail packed molecules, Ph2 and Ph4 show a
looser, but still significant ’threading’ in their symmetrically
placed neighbours (Figure 7b). This intricate network of C—
H...π interactions gives rise to the fact that no solvent
molecules are caught inside the crystal lattice.
Although there are no classical hydrogen bonding or π-π
stacking interactions, there is a weak intermolecular C—H...O
interaction between C205—H205 of the Ph2 and an oxygen
atom, O4, on a neighbouring molecule (listed in Table V).

▲
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Furthermore, this very stable arrangement of the
organometallic molecules as a whole leads to two notable
observations with regards to the nature of solid-state
behaviour of zirconium and its β-diketone chelated
compounds. Firstly, it is a well-known fact that zirconium
β -diketone complexes in general always show a squareantiprismatic coordination polyhedron (Hoard and Silverton,
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Figure 5—Illustration of ligand phenyl-group swivelling as found in the
title compound. (Left) Swivel of the phenyl with regard to the parent
backbone; (right) phenyl swivel in the DBM ligand structure - phenyl-tophenyl plane swivel

Figure 6—Graphical representation of molecular packing within the unit
cell for the title compound, showing head-to-tail packing along the caxis (arrow direction) and head-to-head packing along the a-axis
(alternating green and blue arrows). Hydrogen atoms omitted for
clarity, 50% probability displacement ellipsoids

Figure 7—Illustration of C—H...π interactions found in the title
compound. (Left) as viewed along the b-axis, depicting the ‘crossstitching’ of Ph1 and Ph5; (right) showing the ‘threading’ of Ph2 and Ph4,
with Ph1/Ph3/Ph5 in the background, showing the entire network of
C—H...π interactions found in lattice
The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Table IV

Selected C-H···Cg (pi-ring) interactions (H···Cg < 3.0 Å, gamma < 30.0°) as observed in the title compound.
H-perp represents the perpendicular distance of H to Phring plane; X-H, Pi represents the angle of the X-H bond
to Pi-plane (perpendicular=90°, parallel = 0°)
X—H···Cg
i

C205—H205···Ph5

H···Cg (Å)

H-perp (Å)

Gamma (°)

X—H···Cg (°)

X···Cg (Å)

X—H, Pi

2.73

2.708

5.27

149

3.556(2)

60

C204—H204···Ph4i

2.83

2.821

3.93

141

3.602(2)

55

ii

2.65

2.639

5.52

154

3.513(2)

62

iii

2.77

2.699

12.78

145

3.568(2)

58

C304—H304···Ph1
C505—H505···Ph1

Symmetry codes: (i) x,-1+y,z; (ii) x,1/2-y,-1/2+z; (iii) 1-x,1/2+y,1/2-z

1963; Clegg, 1987). This suggests that zirconium has a
certain preference for the chelation sites of the coordinating
atoms, regardless of the steric properties of the ligands as a
whole (Steyn, Roodt, and Steyl, 2008; Steyn et al., 2011;
Steyn, Visser, and Roodt, 2012, 2013). However, the packing
of each individual zirconium bidentate-ligand complex seems
to be governed largely by the stabilization of the ligands
themselves, and not from any discernable effect from the
metal centre. This, in theory, could be due mainly to the fact
that zirconium(IV) tends towards a maximum state of coordination, as preference, or as lowest crystallization state. This
is in accordance with what is expected in these symbiotic
systems (Huheey, Keiter, and Keiter, 1993).
In other words, since the metal centre is entirely
surrounded by the specific bidentate ligands coordinated, it

has no influence on the packing of the organometallic
molecule in the greater crystal lattice, but only influences the
placement of the coordinating atoms around itself, thereby
not allowing for dimeric structures or other metal-to-linkingatom interactions.
As far as the physical structural characteristics of this
tetrakis(β-diketone) zirconium(IV) complex are concerned, all
aspects are in good comparison to other published structures
containing β-diketone ligands (Table VI). All coordination
bond lengths are in the average range of 2.1-2.2 Å and bite
angles average the standard angle of 74–75°. Furthermore, it
is interesting to note that all these fully coordinated
zirconium(IV) β-diketonates appear to prefer a monoclinic
space group across the board. Finally, in comparison to the
previously published structure (Chun, Steffen, and Fay,
1979), although the asymmetric unit appears identical and all
structural characteristics are comparable (Table V), these two
crystals are not completely identical. When comparing the
smaller crystallographic cell volume for the title compound to
that reported by Chun, Steffen, and Fay, there does appear to
be a tighter packing of the crystal lattice here.
Regardless of the final crystallographic findings,
however, it is significant to note that Chun, Steffen, and Fay
reported a synthetic procedure of phosphite-catalysed reflux

Table V

Hydrogen bond geometry in the title compound
D—H···A

D—H (Å)

H···A (Å)

D···A (Å)

D—H···A (°)

0.93

2.6

3.512 (2)

169

i

C205—H205···O4

Symmetry code: (i ) x,y–1, z

Table VI

Selected crystallographic characteristics, bond lengths and angles of zirconium(IV) β-diketonates

Formula weight (g.mol-1)
Crystal system,
Space group
Unit cell dimensions:
a, b, c (Å)

β (°)
Volume (Å3), Z
R-Factor %
AverageZr—O (Å)
Shortest Zr—O (Å)
Longest Zr—O (Å)
Average Ox—Zr—Oy (°)

aThis

work

bChun,

[Zr[DBM)4]b

[Hf[DBM)4]c

[Zr(tFAcac)4]d

[Zr(hFAcac)4]d

[Zr(Acac)4]e

C60 H44 O8Zr

C60 H44 O8Zr

C60 H44 O8Hf

C20 H16 F12 O8Zr

C20 H4 F24 O8Zr

C20 H28 O8Zr

984.17
Monoclinic,
P 21/c

984.22
Monoclinic,
P 21/c

1071.44
Monoclinic,
P 21/c

703.55
Monoclinic,
C2/c

919.45
Monoclinic,
P 21/c

487.7
Monoclinic,
C2/c

24.769(4),
10.216(5),
19.314(4)
101.541(5)
4788(3),
2.8
2.178(1)
2.141(1)
2.213(1)
74.53(4)

25.241(5),
10.324(1),
19.395(4)
101.72(1)
4 4948,
7.2
2.171(5)
2.1395(2)
2.2052(5)
74.63(2)

24.846(2),
10.224(8),
19.316(1)
101.618(4)
4 4806(6),
3.7
2.169(2)
2.133(2)
2.200(2)
74.74(9)

21.506(2),
7.951(5),
16.051(1)
113.736(4)
4 628.13(3),
4.7
2.189(2)
2.165(2)
2.210(2)
74.37(8)

15.353(1),
20.261(2),
19.698(2)
95.828(2)
4 762.0(2),
7.8
2.177(4)
2.141(4)
2.225(4)
74.58(2)

21.662(2),
8.360(1),
14.107(1)
116.708(6)
4 2282.1, 4
2
2.188(1)
2.176(1)
2.201(1)
74.85(1)

Steffen, and Fay, 1979

cViljoen,

Visser, and Roodt, 2010
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[Zr[DBM)4]a

Synthesis and crystal structure of tetrakis(1,3-diphenyl-1,3-propanedionato)
in diethyl ether and crystallization method of
benzene/hexane extraction after vigorous purification of the
reaction solution, for producing these specific crystals. This
methodology in itself was most likely employed merely as a
laboratory standard, but we can now report, with a certain
amount of confidence, that zirconium as a metal reagent is
more reactive than may have been expected in the past 30
years.
These rigorous synthesis methods and laborious crystallization techniques are not always necessary. Organometallic
chelation reactions of zirconium are often self-catalysed and
crystallization can occur in ambient environments.
Furthermore, application of DMF as a general solvent in all
processes allows for less strict approaches to the impacts of
hydration on the final product, since crystalline water could
also be observed in some cases in the asymmetric unit,
without any influence on the main metal-molecule as a whole
(Steyn, Roodt, and Steyl, 2008).

Conclusions
The improved synthesis of Zr(IV) complexes with β-diketone
ligands has been illustrated here with tetrakis(1,3-diphenyl1,3-propanedionato)zirconium(IV). It is shown that the
intimate geometry around the metal atom seems to be
governed largely by zirconium itself. A preference for squareantiprismatic coordination polyhedra for many O,O'- and N,Obidentate ligand complexes across the board seem to indicate
this fact (Chun, Steffen, and Fay, 1979; Viljoen, Visser, and
Roodt, 2010; Steyn, Roodt, and Steyl, 2008; Steyn et al.,
2011; Steyn, Visser, and Roodt, 2012, 2013). The ligand
geometries do, however, play a vital role in the stability of the
crystal lattice as a whole. In the case of the title compound,
which yielded very stable crystals in ambient conditions, the
C—H···π interactions of most of the coordinated DBM ligands
thread the entire crystal lattice into a very stable threedimensional network.
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